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An estimated 35% to 50% of an organisation's Intranet cannot be indexed
- research statistics from IDC Corporation

Product Overview
There are fundamental
limitations with currently
available intranet and web
site search offerings, and
these have been reported
by respected third party
analysts. These limitations
result in part from the
existing search
architectures and core
technologies, and include:
Inability to index and
hence search for vast
portions of information
that is connected to and
available on an intranet
or web site;
Inability to recreate
dynamic pages which
result from information
stored in databases; and
Search results being out
of date with changes
that have occurred to
documents by hours and
sometimes days
YourAmigo's search
products are based on a
radical new search
architecture that solves
the fundamental problems
that currently exist with
enterprise search.

Unique Capabilities
Patent-pending agent
architecture which does
not rely on conventional
spidering;
Timely indexing of
documents, with
updates when
documents are added,
modified, removed, or
data changes in a
database (this cannot be
achieved by other search
engines, which rely on a
spidering architecture);
Ability to index complex
databases and return
results as dynamicallycreated pages;

The indexing engine
recognises nouns,
verbs, etc and tags the
information in both the
query and the
documents in the index
so true natural language
processing is
performed;
User-selectable results
ranking control;
User-profiling for
improved search results;
Provides computer
system administrators
with an easy-to-use
graphical interface, and
a snapshot view of the
indexed files and folders
on their intranet; and
Highly scalable for
operation on a single
machine (YourAmigo
Enterprise Search), or
distribution across a
number of servers
(YourAmigo Portal
Search).

Further Features and
Benefits
Provides an intuitive web
interface for simple and
efficient access to
information - works like
a web search engine,
which requires little or
no training of users;
Users can input queries
in the form that is most
comfortable for them keywords, specific
phrases or natural
language;
For advanced users,
YourAmigo provides
boolean, phrase,
proximity, and domain
searches; also offers
phonetic search,
stemming, wildcard and
synonym features.
Supports multiple
thesaurus.

For every page available to spider-based
search engines there are
550 “invisible” pages
- Research statistics by BrightPlanet Inc.

Security integration with
corporate security and
access layers so that
only permissible results
are listed depending on
user privileges;
Ability to search a large
number of document
types including MS Word,
MS Excel, Word Perfect,
Adobe PDF & Postscript,
XML, HTML, etc
Automated set-up and
installation requires
minimal administrator
time (installation in
minutes); self-configures
and automatically adapts
to changes; and
Customisable user
interfaces, screen
layouts and tunable
results ranking.
Also provides a
spidering capability, for
backward compatibility
with legacy applications.

These key capabilities
address the
fundamental needs of
users seeking to
efficiently retrieve
information.
YourAmigo provides a
search solution that
can significantly
improve an
organisation's
productivity.

About Enhance
Tailored Services For Every Business
Enhance is an independent, professional services
company, based in the UK, offering a wide range of
web services to small and mid-sized companies,
helping them realise their selling potential via the
web.
Our policy is one of customer intimacy. We recognise
every company is unique. Hence, our services are
specifically tailored to meet a company’s business
needs.
We take the time to understand a business so they
can better understand their customers.
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